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Hume on moral relativism

 Hume’s moral theory

Qualities that are …

Immediately agreeable Useful
to Possessor good humor prudence

to Others eloquence generosity

Table  e Natural Virtues

Vices, on the other hand, are qualities of a person that are either disagreeable
or harmful to the person who has the quality or to others.

 Artificial lives

ese descriptions of Diogenes and Pascal are taken from Pierre Bayle’sDic-
tionaire historique et critique. Specifically, they are taken frome dictionary
historical and critical of Mr Peter Bayle, translated by Des Maizeaux, (Lon-
don: –). ematerial onDiogenes comes from volume , p. . e
material on Pascal is from volume , p. .
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Figure  Diogenes
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Figure  Pascal
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. e sin of effiminacy

I shouldmake you look this up yourselves, but since we have this blank page,
what the heck.

Here’s Saintomas Aquinas, Summaeologiae , Second Part of the Second
Part, question .

wherever there occurs a special kind of deformity whereby the vene-
real act is rendered unbecoming, there is a determinate species of lust.
is may occur in two ways: First, through being contrary to right
reason, and this is common to all lustful vices; secondly, because, in
addition, it is contrary to the natural order of the venereal act as be-
coming to the human race: and this is called “the unnatural vice.”is
may happen in several ways. First, by procuring pollution, without
any copulation, for the sake of venereal pleasure: this pertains to the
sin of “uncleanness” which some call “effeminacy.” Secondly, by cop-
ulation with a thing of undue species, and this is called “bestiality.”
irdly, by copulation with an undue sex, male with male, or female
with female, as the Apostle states (Rm. :): and this is called the
“vice of sodomy.” Fourthly, by not observing the natural manner of
copulation, either as to undue means, or as to other monstrous and
bestial manners of copulation.

Here’s where to go to find a passage in St. omas: http://library.nlx.com/.


